
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMXSSXON

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

Xn the Matter of
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,
Units 1 and 2)

)
)
)
) Docket Nos. 50-275 O.L.
) 50-323 O.L.
)
)

)

JOINT
XNTERVENORS'ETITION

FOR REVIEW OF ALAB-644

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 5 2.786, the San Luis Obispo Mothers

For Peace, the Scenic Shoreline Preservation Conference, Inc.,
the Ecology Action Club, Sandra A. Silver, Gordon Silver, John J.
Foster and Elizabeth Apfelberg ("Joint Intervenors") petition the

Commission to review ALAB-644, issued on June 16, 1981. In that
decision, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board ("Appeal

P

Board" ) ruled that the Diablo Canyon-Nuclear Power Plant ("Diablo

Canyon" )'atisfies the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's ("NRC")

seismic design criteria in 10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A. The

Joint, Intervenors request the Commission to (1) grant review of
the issues identified in Section IV of this petition and (2)

establish a schedule for briefing those,'issues and oral argument.

I. Summar of ALAB-644

In ALAB-644, the Appeal Board affirmed the Atomic Safety

and Licensing Board ("Licensing Board" ) ruling that approved

Diablo Canyon's seismic design. LBP-79-26, 10 NRC 453 (Partial
Initial Decision of September 27, 1979). The central issue before
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both Boards was whether the Commission's regulations are satis-
fied by the seismic design criteria developed to determine Diablo
Canyon's ability to safety withstand a 7.5 magnitude M — earth-
quake on the Hosgri fault, 2-1/2 miles from the reactor site.
Pacific Gas and 'Electric Company ("PGGE" or "Applicant" ) and the

NRC Staff contended that the seismic design criteria satisfied the
Commission's regulations; the Joint Xntervenors and Governor Brown-

contended that they'id not.
ALAB-644 considers the evidence developed at the Licensing

Board hearings (December.1978-February 1979) and evidence developed

at hearings convened later (November '1980) by the Appeal Board. to
reopen the record. The Appeal Board granted the Joint

Xntervenors'otion

.to reopen the record to take evidence on a large, well-
recorded earthquake in California's Xmperial Valley that occurred

three weeks hfter the Licensing Board issued. its seismic decision.

Xl. All Matters of Fact or Law Discussed Here
Were Previousl Raised

All matters of fact and law raised in the Petition for
Review were previously raised before the Appeal Board either on

the record or in documents filed with the Appeal Board, principally
Joint Xntervenors'rief in Support of Exceptions (December 7, 1979);

Joint Xntervenors'roposed Findings .of'act and Conclusions of Law

1/ All references to .magnitude are to "surface wave magnitude" -- Ms.
There are other magnitude measurements, but they need not be
discussed here. See e.cC., ALAB-644,''~Sli . Op. ar 45-6.

Governor Brown of California participates as a representative
of an "interested state" pursuant to Section 274 of the Atomic
Energy Act and 10 C.F.R. 5 2715(c).
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(Reopened Seismic Hearing, December 15, 1980); Motion to Reopen

the Record (May 4, 1981); and Affidavit of James Neil Brune with
Attachments (May 22, 1981)

III'ommission Review Should Be Exercised

If any individual licensing proceeding raises issues

that merit the Commission' review, this one does. At issue here

is whether the Commission will license a nuclear power plant on

the basis of safety criteria less conservative than would be used

normally, — developed ~ost hoc to'.justify plant licensing, — and3/ 4/
~

I

based on assumptions and methodologies contested by knowledgeable

The NRC's Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards ("ACRS")3/
observed:

It is evident ~ ~ ~ that the design bases and
criteria. utilized in the seismic. re-evaluation
of the Diablo Canyon Station for the postulated
Hosgri event are in certain cases less conserva-
tive than those that would be used for an original
design.

Letter from Stephen Lawroski, Chairman, Advisory. Committee on
Reactor'afeguards to Joseph M. Hendrie, Chairman, U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, dated July 14, 1978.

The Appeal Board observed:4/

This is more than a run-of-the-mill disagreement
among experts'e have here a nuclear plant de-
signed and largely built on one set of assumptions,
an intervening discovery that those assumptions under-
estimated the magnitude of potential earthquakes, a
reanalysis. of the plant to take the new estimate
into account, and a post hoc conclusion that the plant
is essentially satisfactory as is —but on theoretical
bases partly untested and previously unused for these
purposes.

ALAB-519I 9 NRC 42'6 (1979).





scientists, including the Commission's own expert consultants.—

The facts of this proceeding are unprecedented. Diablo

Canyon was designed and constructed on the basis of the mistaken

assumption that no active earthquake fault was located near the

plant. — In. fact, an active earthquake fault -- the Hosgri fault -;6/

lay less than three (3) miles from the reactor'site. When the

United States Geological Survey ("USGS") determined that the Hosgri

fault was potentially capable of a 7.5 Ms earthquake, it informed

Among the scientists who provided testimony critical of PG&E's
seismic analysis are: Dr..James Brune, Chairman of the Depart-
ment of Seismology, Institute of Geophysics and Interplanetary
Physics, Scripps Institute; Dr. Mihailo Trifunac and Dr. Enrique
Luco, two engineers retained by ACRS to review the seismic
analysis of Diablo Canyon. This is the first, and only licensing
proceeding at which consultants to the ACRS have appeared to

represent

testimony critical of the NRC Staff's and Applicant's
position.

For the original design, it was assumed that the following.
earthquakes could occur during the operating lifetime of the
plant:

(1) Magnitude 8-1/2 along the San Andreas fault
48 miles 'rom the site.

(2) Magnitude 7-1/4 along the Nacimiento fault
20 miles from the site.

(3) Magnitude 7-1/2 along the o'ff-shore extension of the
Santa Y'nez fault 50 miles from the'.site.

(4) Magnitude 6-3/4 aftershock 12 miles from the site
associated'ith earthquake (1) above.

Safety Evaluation Report, ("SER"),. Supp. 4 at 2-4.

NOTE: "Tr." references are to the Transcript of the Licensing
Board hearing; "R.Tr." references are to the transcript
of the Appeal Board reopened hearing.
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'the NRC Staff that the original seismic design criteria -- those

to which the plant had been constructed -- were "inadequate."-

The NRC Staff and PGGE then developed a new set of seismic design

criteria which purport to take into account the greater forces

associated with the 7.5 Ms Hosgri earthquake. As it turns out,

the new design criteria for the 7.5 Ms Hosgri earthquake are sub-

stantially the same as -- and in some instances less strenuous

than —the original criteria. developed for a smaller design basis

earthquake. In essence, any,greater destructive potential that

might be associated with the Hosgri earthquake has been analyzed

away. This could be done, however, only by .embracing assumptions

and methodologies never before used in nuclear power plant design

and contested by knowledgeable scientists, including the Commission's

own expert consultants.—8/

In ALAB-.644,. the Appeal Board ruled that these new seismic

criteria satisfy the Commission's seismic design regulations em-

bodied in 10 C'.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A., Ne submit that the

Appeal Board ruling was erroneous and have outlined in the follow-

ing section those issues which we believe merit the Commission's

review.

IV. The A peal Board Rulin Is Erroneous

A. The Appeal Board erred in ruling that the
free field response spectrum adopted for
the Hosgri reanalysis represents the "maximum
vibratory accelerations" likely to occur within

SER, Supp. 1 at D-10.7/

Supra at 4.
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2-1/2 miles of 'the fault, rupture for a
Ms = 7.5 earthquake.

The Appeal Board ruled that the 0.75g response spectrum

("Newmark Spectrum" ) adopted for the Hosgri reanalysis represents

the "maximum vibratory accelerations" — likely to occur at the

reactor site should a Ms 7.5 earthquake occur on the Hosgri fault
2-1/2 miles away. — To reach this result, the Appeal Board.10/

erroneously dismisses substantial evidence that. the 0.75g Newmark

Spectrum represents the "maximum vibratory accelerations" of a

6.5 Ms earthquake —not a 7.5 Ms earthquake. Briefly summarized,

the evidence is the following.
First, two earthquakes —both Ms = 6.5 —have produced

horizontal accelerations throughout the frequency range of interest
(2 H'2 — 20 H2) approximately equal to'nd sometimes exceeding the

Newmark Spectrum, which purports to represent the maximum vibratory
accelerations of an Ms = 7.5 earthquake. These earthquakes are the

October 15, 1979 Imperial Valley ("IV-79") earthquake (Bond's

Corner record), and the 1971 San Fernando, California earthquake .

(Pacoima Dam record) . They occurred on different faults, in dif-

10/

Appendix A states that "[t]he vibratory ground motion produced
by the Safe Shutdown Earthquake shall be defined by response
spectra corresponding to the maximum vibratory accelerations
at the elevation of the foundations of the nuclear power plant
structure. . . ." Appendix A, Sec. VI(9) (1). The Safe Shut-
down Earthquake designated for the Hosgri reanalysis is
Ms = 7 '

Appendix A requires the assumption that the Safe Shutdown
Earthquake is centered on the fault at its nearest'pproach
to. the reactor siCe. Appendix.A,'ection V(a)(l)(i). For
the= Hosgri reanalysis, 'this requires'entering the Safe Shut-
down Earthquake -- Ms = 7.5 -- 2-1/2 miles from the 'Diablo
Canyon site.
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ferent soil conditions and were associated with a different, style
of faulting (San Fernando -- thrust fault; IV-79 -- strike slip).
That these two earthquakes, very different in nature, but rated

Ms 6.5, produced records that are approximately equal to the New-

mark Spectrum, strongly indicates that the Newmark Spectrum is
for a 6.5 M earthquake, not a 7.5 Ms'earthquake.

Second, the Newmark Spectrum is derived from the 1971 San

Fernando, California earthquake which had a magnitude of 6.5.

This is direct evidence that the Newmark Spectrum represents the

earthquake forces of a 6.5 Ms, not a 7.5 Ms earthquake. Tr. 8618-

19; 9322 (Newmark); see also'icensing Board Exhibit ("L.B.Ex.")

Ex. 2-C (Luco Comments).

Third, Dr. J. Enrique Luco and Dr. Mihailo Trifunac, — the.ll/
P

ACRS consultants, as well as Dr. James Brune, the Joint
Intervenors'itness,

testified that the Newmark Spectrum depicts the maximum

vibratory accelerations of a 6.5 Ms on the Hosgri fault. L.B.Ex.

2-C (Luco Comments) at 2; Tr. 8873 (Luco); Joint Intervenors
'xhibit("J.E.Ex.") 66 at 3-19; Tr. 7916 (Brune): L.B.Ex; D at 5

Tr. 8970 (Trifunac).
Fourth, publications of the USGS, the NRC Staff's own con-

sultant, require the same conclusion. Circular 672 recommends

acceleration values for an Ms = 7.5 substantially greater than

those reflected in the Newmark spectrum. Moreover, the Circular

Because he considers a 6.5 Ms on the Hosgri fault to be11/
large enough for. the Safe- Shutdown Earthquake ("SSE"),
Dr. Trifunac accepts the Newmark Spectrum as an adequate
representation of the maximum vibratory accelerations for
the Hosgri reanalysis. Tr. 8984-5 (Trifunac).
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recommends acceleration values for a Ms = 6.5 which are consistent

with those reflected in the Newmark Spectrum.

Circular 795, a study prepared for the NRC to update Circular
.672, recommended a peak acceleration value of 0.80g'or a 6.5 Ms

earthquake. J.X.Ex. R-1 at 26. This slightly exceeds the value

(0.75g) assigned to the 7..5 Ms Hosgri- earthquake. The authors of
Circular 795 do not provide estimates of peak accelerations for

I

a 7.5 Ms earthquake. However, they conclude that "[c]onservatism

requires the presumption of some increase with magnitude. ld. at 25.

The Appeal Board's argument rests principally on two findings.

The first finding is that because peak ground motion saturates in
the near field, the Newmark Spectrum -- which is substantially the

same as the spectra derived from two Ms 6.5 earthquakes -- may be

taken to represent the maximum vibratory accelerations of a 7.5

Ms earthquake. ALAB-644, Slip. Op. at 42. —The second is that12/

the use of an anchor point. or effective acceleration lower

than the peak ground acceleration is a physically valid'and accept-

able procedure for structures in the near field." ALAB-644, Slip.

~O . at 72. Neither finding is supported by the record.

ln its discussion of the Pacoima Dam record, the Appeal12/
Board concludes:

Our previous findings regarding near-field
saturation of peak acceleration with magni-
tude . . . suggest that the Pacoima Dam
record is characteristic of the strongest
horizontal motion in the near field of any
large earthquake.

ALAB-644, Slip. Op. aa 74.
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With respect to magnitude saturation, while the witnesses

generally agreed that peak acceleration will tend to saturate at
high magnitude, there is no agreement regarding the magnitude

level at which saturation begins nor the extent to which satura-
0ion occurs. ALAB-644, Slip. Op. at '49-50. Moreover, because

there are so few recordings of earthquakes Ns = 7.5 within 10 km

of the fault, there is no reliable data set'o settle the question'f magnitude saturation. Where, as here, the evidence is ambiguous

at best, the Appeal Board's findings violate regulatory principles
that mandate conservative approach. As the USGS concluded, "[a]bove

magnitude 6.5 there are essentially no data for estimating the
I

ef fect of magnitude on near fault peak acceleration... conservatism

re uires the resumption of some increase with ma nitude." J.E.Ex.
R-1 at 25 (emphasis added) .—13/

The Appeal Board relies on the concept of "effective accelera-
tion" to explain the discrepancy'etween the values for peak ac-

celeration recommended by the USGS in Table 2 of Circular 672 and

the lower values represented by the 0.75g .Newmark Spectrum. That

reliance is misplaced.

Every USGS report published to date —Circular 672, Circular13/
795, and Open File Report 81-365 -- predicts that in the near
field (i.e., 10 km), peak accelerations will increase as
magnitude ancreases from 6.5 to 7.5.. Moreover, Dr. Tom Hanks,
author of the Hanks and Johnson (1976) publication on which. the
Appeal Board places substantial reliance, also concludes as a
result of his most recent work, that peak accelerations in the
near field are expected to increase as magnitude increases from
6. 5 to 7. 5. Affidavit .of James Neil Brune (May 22, 19S1) .
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"Effective acceleration" is a discount factor used in seismic

analysis of ordinary structures (e.g., homes, office buildings,
schools, etc.). An'"effective acceleration" is obtained by dis-
counting the instrumental peak accelerations for which the structure
is to be designed. This reduction is taken because in the. analysis
of ordinary structures, cost considerations require engineers to
incorporate numerous'implifying assumptions that do not recognize

energy absorbing mechanisms. L.B. Ex.. 2-C (Luco Comments) at 3.

Not so at Diablo Canyon. There, the seismic reanalysis
identifies many of these energy dissipating mechanisms and credit
for them is taken. L.L.Ex. 2-C at 3. To include a reduction for
effective acceleration at the same time amounts to double bookkeeping.

The effective acceleration reduction was opposed by both ACRS

consultants Drs. Trifunac and Luco, and abandoned even by its pri'n-

cipal proponent, Dr. Nathan Newmark, who testified that derivation
of. the Newmark Spectrum does not involve any consideration of ef-
fective acceleration. Tr. 9275-61 9321. The Appeal Board's

reliance on this reduction is not supported by the evidence and is
inconsistent with regulatory principles that. mandate a conservative

approach to seismic analysis.
B. The Appeal Board Erred In Ruling That The

Tau Reductions Applied To The Newmark
Spectrum Are Proper.

The Newmark Spectrum -- which purports to represent the

"maximum vibratory accelerations" of a Ms = 7.5 in the "free. field,"
i.e., no structure present, are reduced by varying amounts to derive

design response spectra for the plant structures. The reductions a.=e

substantial. — They are attributed to various physical phenomenon14/

14/ See Joint Intervenors'rief in Support of Exceptions< n. 46 at 67.
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and called the "tau".effect.
The Appeal Board ruled that the tau effect reductions were

proper. To reach this conclusion, the Appeal Board dismissed the
15/

substantial evidence —principally the testimony of Drs. Trifunac

and Luco .-- that reductions in the amount permitted were not justi-.
fied. Ag the same time the Board acknowledges that the descrip-

tion, explanation, and quantification of the so-called "tau effect"
are unclear in the record were not justified.

N

ALAB-644, ~Sli

~O. at 117; Xn these circumstances, the Appeal Board must find
that, the Applicant has failed to carry the burden. of proof. Xts

failure to do so 'violates the regulatory principles that mandate

a conservative approach and improperly shifts the burden of proof

to the Joint Xntervenors.

C. The Appeal Board'Erred'n Ruling That Use
Of 7 Percent Damping Xn The Hosgri Reanalysis
Is Appropriate And Conservative.

The Appeal Board ruled that "the weight of the evidence sup-

ports the use of. 7 percent damping." ALAB-644, Slip. Op. at 150.

This evidence consists .of test results from which the,NRC Staff
and PGGE infer that 7 percent damping can be applied to Diablo

I

Canyon. The problem —one which the Appeal Board failed'o ad-

dress —is that the structures upon which the tests were conducted

are unlike those at Diablo Canyon, and, therefore, any inference

about the structural damping at Diablo Canyon based on these test

The page limitation prevents a full discussion of this15/ ~
'

evidence. See Joint'ntervenors'roposed Findings of Fact
and Conclusions of Law (Reopened Seismic Hearings) at 33-47.
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results is suspect. L.B.Ex. 2-D at 3-4 (Trifunac); Tr. 8895-8980

(Luco). The single exception are tests on reinforced concrete shear

walls cited by the Applicant. The results from these tests are,

as Dr. Luco points out, ambiguous. Tr. 8897 (Luco).

Moreover, the Appeal Board rejected Dr. Trifunac's and

Dr. Luco's views for the reason that they "ignore the Staff's and

Applicant's test results showing higher damping with increased

stress." ALAB-644, ~Sli .'0 . at 160. Here'the Appeal Board has

mischaracterized the objections raised by Drs. Trifunac and
Luco'o

the Staff and Applicant case. .Nobody disputes the principle.
that damping increases with increased, stress. The issue is whether

I

the Applicant established a sufficient basis for departing from

normally accepted engineering practice in design of nuclear power

plants —use of 4-5 percent damping 9.n seismic analyses. —Drs.16/

Trifunac an'd Luco concluded that the evidence presented for such

a departure was not:convincing and, in fact,, presented evidence

that argued against it. L.B.Ex. 2-D at 3-4 (Trifunac);'rifunac
fol. R.Tr. 1138 at VX.6; Tr. 8895, .8980 (Luco). The Appeal Board's

ruling that 7 percent damping is acceptable, where the evidence is
ambiguous at best,- illegally shifts the burden of proof from the

license proponent and violates regulatory principles that.
mandate a conservative

approach.'6/

A value of 5% for damping was 'used in the original analysis.
ALAB-644, Slip.,~0 . n. 352 at 148. Diablo Canyon is apparently
the only plant at which 7 percent has been used in the seismic
analysis.
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D. The Appeal Board Erred In Ruling That An
OBE Equal To 0.20g Satisfies Regulatory
Requirements.

Section V(a)(2).of Appendix A provides as follows:
il

The maximum vibratory ground acceleration
of the Operating Basis Earthquake shall be
at least one-half the maximum vibratory ground
acceleration of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake.

The SSE for Diablo Canyon is 0.75g. The OBE for Diablo Canyon

is 0.20g -- substantially less than one-half the SSE. Nevertheless,

the Appeal Board .ruled that an OBE of 0.20g satisfies the regulation.
The Appeal Board concludes that (a) Appendix A permits a

license applicant to avoid the OBE requirements of Section V(a)(2)

where it can show that a lower value is justified—'and (b)'.such a

showing has been made for Diablo Canyon.—18/

17/ The Appeal Board cites as precedent four 'plants where an
OBE value less than one-half the,SSE has been accepted. It

.dismisses the point that in each case'he difference between
the OBE value and one-half the SSE (.Olg. and .02g) is in-
significant. Joint Intervenors reemphasize the point, made
in the Brief in Support of Exceptions: those examples have
little bearing on this case where the OBE is 0.20g and one-
half. the SSE is 0.375g. Moreover, the Appeal Board ignored
the evidence in the record that for west coast plants, Staff
practice'as been to require an OBE at least one-half the SSE
and in certain cases, greater. Joint, Intervenors Brief in
Support of Exceptions, n. 49 at 74.

The Appeal Board cites two probability studies as supporting
its finding, one by the Applicant and one by Dr. Trifunac.
The Applicant's study is cited approvingly, but the Board im-
properly dismisses Dr.. Luco's and Dr. Trifunac's extensive
critique of the study which demonstrates that it is biased to
obtain low estimates for earthquake return times. L.B.Ex. 2-C
at 8-12, and. L.B.Ex. 2-D at 4; Tr. 8926-7; 9008-09.

Dr. Trifunac's study shows a 30 percent probability (i.e., a
recurrence period of approximately 110 years) that accelerations
of 0.24g will be exceeded at least once in a 40-year period.
That is deemed acceptable apparently because it falls within
the NRC Staff minimum return time for. OBEs of 110 years.
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The fundamental legal problem is that the Appeal Board has

improperly substituted a safety standard fashioned by the NRC Staff

for that established by the Commission; It has bought the Staff's
position that a recurrence interval of 110 years provides an accept-

able level of safety. ALAB-644, Slip. Op. ab 172. However, no

rational basis is provided for the criteria. Neither the regula-

tions, the regulatory guide's, nor the NRC Standard Review Plan

provides for or endorses the use of this criteria -- 110 year

return period -- for determining the OBE. Tr.'905. In fact,
internal NRC documents indicate a different Staff view is that a

recurrence i'nterval for the OBE should be in the range of 300 to

1,000 years.—19/

Even if the 110-year recurrence interval is an acceptable

OBE criteria', then it rules out a Oa20g OBE.for Diablo Canyon be-

cause of the 30 percent probability th'at it will be exceeded .during

the plant lifetime. The safety concern here is that "non-safety

related" equipment -- designed to the OBE -- may fail when that
design level is exceeded and interact with "safety-related equip-

ment -- designed to the SBE -- in a manner that impairs their
safety function.

SECY-79-300, (Attachment P).19/
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E. The Appeal Board Erred In Failing To
Reopen The Proceeding For The Purpose Of
Receiving Testimony On USGS Open File Report
81-365.

On April 27, 1981, the Joint Intervenors timely filed a motion

to reopen the record in. order,to take evidence on the USGS Open

File Report 81-365, dated March 1981, entitled, "Peak Horizontal
Acceleration and Velocity from Strong Motion Records Including
Records from the 1979 Imperial Valley California Earthquake."

This report, intended to update Circular 795, is significant. be-

cause it presents estimates of peak accelerations within 10 kilo-
meters of the fault for Ms' 7.5 earthquakes, that includes the

IV-79 data. Its 'authors were among the scientists'ho authored

USGS Circulars 795 and 672. If believed, Open File. Report 81-365

requires conclusions different from those reached by the Licensing

Board. The Licensing Board concluded that 0.75g represented a

conservative'. estimate of the mean plus sigma peak accelerations for
a Ms = 7.5 earthquake. In contrast, Open File Report 81-365 esti-
mates a peak acceleration of 1.4g for the mean plus sigma for Ms =

7.5 earthquake and a mean value of approximately 0.78g.

The Appeal Board's reasons for denying the Joint Intervenors',
Motion to Reopen are not valid. First, the Appeal Board argues that
the USGS Report is simply one more analysis.

Our point is not, that the USGS Report is
irrelevant. Rather, it is that. the subject
matter that it addresses was thoroughly
litigated before us, albeit on the basis of
analyses supplied by other qualified experts.

ALAB-644, Slip. Op. at 177.
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The point, however, is that the USGS is the NRC Staff's
consultant. Xts recommendation for maximum vibratory ground for a

Ms = 7.5 contained in Circular 672 were allegedly accepted by the

NRC Staff. Open File Report 81-365 is the direct descendant and

latest word from USGS on peak accelerations. It is not just an-

other report.

Second, the Board implies that the report has limited applica-

. bility to the Diablo Canyon proceeding because it lacks data for
earthquakes above Ms = 6.5. However, every analysis introduced

into the record suffers from the same problems.

Third, the Board concludes that the report would not change

its results. However, the Board fails to explain why this is the

case. Established administrative law requirep the Appeal Board

to provide some greater explanation for its conclusion.

CONCLUSION
1

The licensing of nuclear power'lants is one of the'most

important functions that the Commission performs'- Historically
the Commission has remained detached from the licensing process

, and left 'to 'the Appeal Board the final consideration of licensing
decisions. — After the Three Mile Island accident the Commission21/

'I

20/ Nuclear Regulatory Commission Special Inquiry Group, Three
Mile Island, A RRport to the Commissioners and to the Public, 139.
(Cited hereinafter as Special Inquiry Group Report).

21/ The Special Inquiry Group Report notes as follows:

Contrary to what the public probably perceives, the
commissioners themselves play no role in licensing
decisions except on rare occasions. Xn fact, the old
AEC created the multiple levels that exist today for
licensing decisions —hearing board, appeal board,

(Footnote 21/ continued on next..page)
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announced its objective to increase its role in individual

licensing proceedings. No better or urgent occasion will arise

than the Diablo Canyon seismic appeal for the Commission to demons-

trate its commitment to that objective.

This appeal arises from circumstances that are unprecedented..

The belated discovery of an earthc;uake fault only 2-1/2 miles from

a reactor site and deemed to be capable of generating earthquake

forces substantially greater than those. upon which the plant's

design and construction were predicated. From those circumstances

arise this critical question of public policy which merits this
Commission's review: whether the Commission will license a nuclear

power plant on the basis of safety criteria less conservative than

would be used normally; developed post hoc to justify plant licensing,

and based on assumptions and methodologies contested by knowledgeable

scientists,'.including the Commission's own expert consultants.

Accordingly, the Joint lntervenors request the Commission'o

(1) grant review of the issues identified in section XV-of this

2./ (Continued)
~ ACRS —in large part'to insulate itself from the

licensing process. Not only was the ABC reluctant to
become involved for reasons of conflict of interest, it
was also simply less interested in rea'ctor licensing than
in other matters within its jurisdiction. The 1974
reorganization creating the NRC, which stripped promo-
tional activities from the - new regulatory body, might
have given the NRC the opportunity to become more in-.
volved in the final. decision to grant a license -- one
of the most important functions that it performs. But
the statutory and regulatory framework was kept intact
and, prior to the Three Nile island accident, the NRC

'ook only modest steps to change prior practices.

At 140-1.
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'petition and (2) establish a schedule for briefing those issues

and oral argument. 1n addition, the Joint Intervenors suggest

that the Commission adopt the procedure used successfully in hearing

the Seabrook seismic appeal: request the expert witnesses (as well
as the USGS authors of Open File Report 81-365) to be available
for presentation and questioning by the Commission. ,This procedure

will,aid the Commission in sorting out the complex issues presented

here on appeal.

Respectfully submitted,

Davz.d, S. Flea.schaker, Esq.
1735 Eye Street, N. W.
Suite 709
Washington, D. C. 20006

Joe1 Reynolds, Esq.
John R. Phillips, Esq.
CENTER FOR LAW IN THE

PUBLIC INTEREST
10203 .Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90067

Attorneys for:
San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace

~ Scenic .Shorelines Preservation
Conference, Inc.

Ecology Action Club
Sandra Silver
Gordon Silver
Elizabeth Apfelberg

July 6, 1981
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